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Session objectives
 Understand the importance of talent transformation within Procurement
 Discuss the key skillsets that go beyond traditional procurement-specific
skills needed to be successful
 Review the critical talent management best practices from recruiting to
development that help support world class Procurement
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Importance of Talent
Development

Let’s look at how executives feel about the importance of
current procurement capability gaps in driving their objectives
Measure and manage procurement performance and
business value

18%

Align procurement skills and talent with changing
business needs

10%

Improve procurement analytical, modeling and
reporting capabilities

10%

Modernize procurement application platform(s)

Improve procurement responsiveness to changes in
business demands

Very high

60%

63%

62%

18%

52%

7%

63%

High
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Increase spend influence
though strategic sourcing

Extract more value from
existing categories through
category management

Measure procurement
performance and business
value

Obtain more value from
supplier relationship
management (SRM)

Modernize procurement
application platform(s)

Improve procurement
analytics, modeling and
reporting capabilities

Invest in market
intelligence
capabilities

Low

Key Development Areas

Align talent and skills with
changing procurement needs

Expand use of
Global Business
Services (GBS)

Low

Ability to Address

Moderate/High

To deliver results, procurement is focused on aligning
talent to changing needs as a critical development area

Source: 2017 Key Issues Study, The Hackett Group

Importance
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There are a broad array of procurement’s skills and talent
concerns keeping CPOs up at night…where to focus?
Impact of growing use
of outsourcing on staff
development and career paths

Productively integrating
new generation of
workers into the
company
Ability to offer learning & career
progression opps.

Maintain adequate
skill levels as older
workers retire

Impact of
increasing use of
and dependence
on technology by
procurement

Dealing with varying
talent mgmt. requirements of
staff in different regions

Training and developing
the skills of procurement staff
Communication
Procurement
vehicles and
Developing
managers’ people mgmt.
styles appropriate
leadership capability
& development Alignment of for/preferred by
within procurement
capabilities
procurement staffyounger workers
Ability to attract
skills with changing
and retain
requirements

Most serious concerns

Serious concerns

Moderate concerns

Impact of
increasing
globalization/
offshoring of
procurement
resources

Least serious concerns
Source: Skills and Talent Outlook, The Hackett Group, 2014
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Creating the right culture is critical for attracting the right
talent: Characteristics of an agile procurement culture

Agile procurement organization
Low agility

Change averse culture, preserve
status quo, focus on resource
utilization
Bureaucratic decision-making, lacks
empowerment, fosters inappropriate
risk taking
Talent tied to specific roles, common
talent management strategies for all
roles, limited learning and
development, life-long procurement
Low

Agility enabler

High agility

Culture

Embrace change, view change as an
opportunity, focus on business
outcomes

Leadership

Delegated decision-making authority,
change-oriented leadership,
calculated risk taking

Talent

Flexible talent placement, talent
management tailored to needs of
roles, continuous learning and
development, rotation

Agility enablement index
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How to get started on creating an agile Procurement
culture?
1. Training is conducted in the field, not in a classroom. It is creative,
engaging, challenging and specific/based on real-life scenarios.
2. Staff is rotated within and between business units and
geographies, developing potential future leaders who have a broad
understanding of the entire value chain.
3. Recruiting and hiring draws from outside the typical pool of
procurement and sourcing specialists. Softer skills like relationship
management, intellectual curiosity and business acumen are highly
valued.
4. Procurement’s culture is defined by successfully challenging the
status quo, influencing leadership to try something different. It is a
“constructive disrupter,” displacing traditional, less efficient processes
with new, creative solutions that are able to scale with the future
strategy.
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Culture: Pfizer’s highlights the importance of driving
positive change through its culture champion network
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Leadership: Guardian recruits and develops future leaders by
fostering an entrepreneurial spirit, focusing on relationship skills
What makes culture agile?
 "Outside the box" recruiting
Recruit,
train and develop (offshore and onshore)
 Cross-training and lunchbox
careers
training
 Career track program

Build “One
Team”

 Single mission
 Shared cascading objectives
 Team events (incl. Community
volunteering)
 Physical seating


Foster ownership 

and initiatives


Reward and
recognize
performance

Department meetings
Intellectual capital building
Process improvement
Corporate projects volunteering

 Newsletters
 Recognition and rewards
program
 Department trophy ceremony

“Our most important asset is our people. We’re
trying to approach recruitment differently than in
the past. I’m not convinced we necessarily need
to hire only people who have done sourcing
before. Rather than hiring for experience, we look
for candidates with the right skills to succeed.
Sometimes you need a combination of skills and
experience, but ultimately, I want people with an
entrepreneurial spirit, who want to build
something new, are quick learners and logical
thinkers, but who can also build relationships. We
can train them in our sourcing process, but softer
skills are more difficult to teach.”

Frederic Khalil
VP, Head of Source-to-Pay and
Corporate Services
Guardian Life Insurance
Company of America

Source: Guardian
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Ultimately, becoming more agile requires innovators, not
optimizers
“A lot of procurement executives have been molded and developed in their
careers to become optimizers, but we need innovators. In the past, managers
often took comfort in hiring like-minded people, which yielded a kind of group-think
that is not sustainable. You may get a temporary lift for a few years when
someone comes in and optimizes something, but when you are challenged to
change the model altogether, it is very difficult. Transformation requires people
who bring individual creativity and thinking to the table and are willing to raise
controversial issues and consider alternative ideas.”
Ramsay Chu
Global Head of Procurement
Rio Tinto Group
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Developing the Right
Skillsets

Summarizing the most widely needed skills in
procurement: Dominated by business skills
Critical procurement skills
GENERAL BUSINESS SKILL

PROCUREMENT-SPECIFIC SKILL

Relationship management and interpersonal

Business Skills
are generally
more transferable
across functions
and roles while
Procurement
skills tend to be
more relevant to
Procurement and
related roles

Strategic sourcing process expertise
Problem-solving
Strategic thinking and analysis
Specific supply market/commodity expertise
Business acumen
SRM expertise
Group collaboration/facilitation

Scale:
Low = A critical skill for <25% of positions
Medium = A critical skill for 25-50% of positions
High = A critical skill for 51-100% of positions
Source: Skills and Talent Outlook, The Hackett Group, 2014

Organizational know-how
Data analysis and modeling

Low
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Business skills are generally felt to be more impactful when it comes
to driving the performance objectives of procurement
Procurement Specialist Skills

(Substantial or Very Large Performance Impact)

General Business Skills

(Substantial or Very Large Performance Impact)

83%

Percent of skills across all companies
rated as having a “substantial” or “very
large” performance impact on
Procurement objectives

71%

32%
18%

Non-Top Performers

Top Performers

Non-Top Performers

Top Performers

Hackett Talent Management Study 2011
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General business skills current importance and
effectiveness within procurement
RED ZONE

Relationship CORE
management and
interpersonal skills

Strategic thinking and
analysis
Group
collaboration/facilitati
on
Change management

Problem solving skills
Organizational

how

SKILLS DEFICIENCY

COMPETENCE

know

Business acumen

NICHE COMPETENCE

Project/program

management

Data analysis and

modeling

Process improvement

Essential for
most jobs
(>75%)
Essential for
majority of jobs
(50%-75%)
Essential for
some jobs
(25%-49%)

orientation and skills

Managing

Applied with
poor results

Applied with
mixed results

Niche skill
(<25%)

others

Applied with
mostly
good results

Applied with
very
strong results

Q4.3 & Q4.4 Indicate the level of importance & Effectiveness of the following general skills/knowledge for your
function.
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Procurement specialist skills current importance and
effectiveness
RED ZONE

CORE COMPETENCE

Strategic sourcing
process expertise

Specific supply
market / commodity
expertise

SRM expertise

Market intelligence expertise

SKILLS DEFICIENCY

Supply Risk
Management
expertise

New product
development and
innovation skills
Applied with
poor results

NICHE COMPETENCE

Technology and tools
Procurement strategy
acumen
and transformation
SCM expertise
expertise
Legal / commercial expertise
Systems testing and quality assurance
P2P transactions, procedures and
administration knowledge

Applied with
mixed results

Applied with
mostly
good results

Essential for
most jobs
(>75%)
Essential for
majority of jobs
(50%-75%)
Essential for
some jobs
(25%-49%)

Niche skill
(<25%)

Applied with
very
strong results

Q5.3 & Q5.4 Indicate the level of importance and Effectiveness of the following specialist skills/knowledge.
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Demand outlook for general business skills in
procurement
Strategic thinking
and analysis

Change management
Data analysis and

modeling
Process improvement

orientation and skills

Business acumen

R
E
D

Extreme difficulty
attracting/retaining

Z
O
N
E

Difficulty
attracting/retaining

Relationship

Managing

others
Project/program
management
Organizationa…

management and
interpersonal skills

Minor difficulty
attracting/retaining

Group
collaboration/facilitation

Low demand
(Replace turnover)

Significant demand
(Growing need)

Very strong demand
(Critical skill)
Current

Q4.1 What is the current overall demand for the following general skills/knowledge within
your function and how do you expect it to change over the next 2-3 years?

2-3 years

Q4.2 What has your experience been attracting and retaining the following general
skills/knowledge from the Function labor market and what do you expect over the next 23 years?
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Demand outlook for procurement specialist skills
New product development and
innovation skills

Market intelligence Supply Risk
expertise
Management…
Financial analysis
and controls
expertise
SCM expertise
Sustainability /
regulatory /
diversity knowledge

R
E
D

SRM expertise

Procurement strategy
Strategic sourcing and transformation
process expertise
expertise
Z
Specific supply
O
market / commodity
Difficulty
N
expertise
attracting/retaining

E

Technology and…

Minor difficulty
attracting/retaining

P2P transactions, procedures
and administration knowledge

Low demand
(Replace turnover)

Significant demand
(Growing need)

Q5.1 What is the current overall demand for the following specialist skills/ knowledge
within your function and how do you expect it to change over the next 2-3 years?

Extreme difficulty
attracting/retaining

Very strong demand
(Critical skill)

Current

2-3 years

Q5.2 What has your experience been attracting and retaining the following specialist
skills/ knowledge from the function labor market and what do you expect over the next 23 years?
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SRM, Risk Mgmt, Strategic Thinking and Change Mgmt
are biggest movers with respect to future demand
Percent of companies ranking demand
for skill as “high” or “extremely high”
CURRENT DEMAND

Percentage
increase

NET DEMAND INCREASE IN NEXT 2-3 YEARS

SRM EXPERTISE

43%

STRATEGIC THINKING AND ANALYSIS

30%

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT AND INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

13%

STRATEGIC SOURCING PROCESS EXPERTISE

0%

BUSINESS ACUMEN

10%

DATA ANALYSIS AND MODELING

16%

CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

45%

SUPPLY RISK MANAGEMENT EXPERTISE

30%

Source: Skills and Talent Outlook, The Hackett Group, 2014
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Should define a long-term strategy for acquiring/retaining
procurement’s needed skills (example)

Extreme difficulty
attracting/retaining

Z
O
N
E

Difficulty
attracting/retaining

Obtain Capable
Resources and
Invest Significantly in
Development

Augment thru
Third Parties

Obtain Resources as
Needed and Invest
Minimally in
Development
Low demand
(Replace turnover)

R
E
D

Obtain Resources
with Skills and Invest
Minimally in
Development

Significant demand
(Growing need)

Minor difficulty
attracting/retaining

Very strong demand
(Critical skill)
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A Talent Management
Framework

Procurement talent management requires an integrated approach
aligning with business strategies and desired outcomes
Business and
Function Strategies

Integrated Talent Management

Outcomes

Skills Supply
• Industry and
geographic
trends
• Core skills
trends
• Talent pool
trends
Skills Demand
• Business and
function mission
and goals
• Function roles &
responsibilities
• Organizational
culture

Acquire
Talent

• High
functional
performance

Recruiting
Hiring
rd
3 Parties

Identify
Talent
Needs
Workforce
Planning and
Succession
Management

Integrated Talent
Management

Drive
Employee
Performance
Appraisal
Retention
Collaboration &
Knowledge
Sharing

Develop
Talent

• Engaged,
high
performing
staff
• Improved
staff retention
• Right people
with right
skills
• Aligned
culture

Learning and
Development
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Procurement must lead this talent management effort in
collaboration with HR. Don’t expect any different
Workforce planning and succession management

22%

Retention

11%

Managing performance

11%

Learning and development

Recruiting and staffing

8%

49%

19%

30%

49%

29%

13%

14%

22%

42%

42%

51%

18%

37%

24%

11%

Function consults, but process is owned by HR
Close collaboration with HR, but HR drives the process
Close collaboration with HR, but function drives the process
Function leads with limited or no HR involvement
Q3.8 Please indicate the extent to which your Procurement function owns the following human
capital programs for its own personnel.
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Critical to procurement’s talent management success is
the continued drive towards specialization
Formalized CPO Role

Defining CRM Process
This is a distinct
role, but not
necessarily a
separate job or
group

Split Strategic and
Operations

Procurement
(CPO)

Establishment of
COEs

Category Management
Customer
Management

Customer-facing
SBUs

“SRM”

Strategic Sourcing

Functional
[Channel]
Partners
IT
HR
Finance
Marketing
Other Corporate
Services
• “GBS” group

Spend Category..n

Category
Specification

Procurement
Center-of-Excellence

Analytics

Indirect
Spend Category 1

•
•
•
•
•

P2P (or at least
Purchasing
Operations

Defining
Vendor Mgmt
Process

Strategic Planning
Benchmarking, KPIs,
& Best Practices
Methodology
(e.g., Lean 6σ)
Knowledge Mgmt
And Training

Direct

Spend Category 1

Logistics

Spend Category..n

Risk Management

Procurement Service Value Stream
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Hackett’s competency model for example aligns desired
attainment level of skills to each of roles within Procurement
The Hackett Group Competency Model
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Mixed outcomes from recruiting and hiring practices
Underperformers

Second Tier

Top Tier

High

Recruiting from other Parts of Organization

Search Firms

Majority

Hiring from External
Service Providers

Social Networking Sites
Referral Programs

Behavioral
Interviewing
Utilization

Internet Job Websites

Broadly Used

Ubiquitous

Poor Performers

Involving Best
Employees

Niche

Even highly
effective hiring
practices are
not very
broadly used

Intern Program
Aptitude Tests
Signing Bonuses
-

Low

Few recruiting
practices are
highly effective

Psychographic Profiling and Testing
Effectiveness
RECRUITING

High

Low

Top
Performers
make more
use of intern
and employee
referral
programs

HIRING
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From a development perspective classroom training may be
broadly used but many have not found it effective
Underperformers

Second Tier

Top Tier
High

On-the-job training
on-

Web-enabled L&D -Prog

Leadership Develop Programs

Industry Education

Coaches and mentors

Coaches and
mentors can
make a real
difference,
but are
among the
most difficult
practices to
implement

Niche

Utilization

Formal Classroom Training

Stretch Assignments

Majority

Broadly Used

Ubiquitous

Poor Performers

-

Low

Effectiveness
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What helps drive retention and supports appraisals?
Underperformers

Second Tier

Top Tier

Regular Informal Performance
Conversation & Feedback

Learning & Development

Career Progression

Compensation/Bonus

Niche

360 Degree Appraisals

Forced Ranking Appraisals
-

Low

360 reviews and
forced rankings
are much more
effective for Top
Performers vs.
Peers

Flexible Working

Recognition Programs

Majority

High

Utilization

Annual Performance Reviews

Broadly Used

Ubiquitous

Poor Performers

Effectiveness
STAFF RETENTION
STAFF APPRAISAL
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High

NOTHING is as
effective as
regular informal
performance
conversations –
and thus the
heightened
demand for good
people
managers

Low
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Most companies have not implemented career paths,
despite them being a key tool for retention
Are multiple paths needed?
22%

Entry level to first
management position

Exploring / piloting
implementation

24%

First management to
middle management

Middle management
to executive
management

17%

11%

Exploring / piloting
implementation

21%

11%

Exploring / piloting
implementation

22%

6%

14%

33%

Implemented on small
Implemented on
scale
significant/Large scale

16%

17%

21%

28%

Implemented on small
Implemented on
scale
significant/Large scale

18%

22%

24%

22%

Implemented on small
Implemented on
scale
significant/Large scale
Peer
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The differences with Top Performers when it comes to
talent management
Function, not HR, takes
ownership for Talent
Management processes

More fully developed career
paths, particularly early and
mid-career

Implement a vision within the
function for talent

Greater use of intern and
employee referral programs

Engage in workforce planning
activities, and do more to
define talent needs and skills

Perceived to be more open to
innovation and offering more
learning and career growth
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Contact information

Kurt Albertson
Principal – Procurement Advisory
770-225-7570
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